Kit Includes:

- **EDD-24T Handheld Non-Linear Junction Detector**
  Detects the presence of semiconductor circuits that are used in all modern electronic devices such as mobile phones, tracking devices, listening devices, covert cameras, digital voice recorders, SIM cards etc. Will also detect such devices whether they are switched on and in use, powered on or in standby mode, or even switched off without any power.

- **HSA-Q1 Handheld RF Spectrum Analyzer (1 MHz to 13.4 GHz)**
  Detects all types of RF signals within the frequency range of 13.4 GHz. With a sweep speed of just half a second, the HSA-Q1 can detect even modern pulsed burst signals that can be missed by slower sweeping units.

- **PRO-SL8 Wideband RF Detector (0 – 8 GHz)**
  Pocket sized Wideband RF Detector detects and locates digital and analog signals within the frequency range of 0 to 8 GHz. Ultra-high sensitivity to detect the very latest covert listening, tracking, cellular, and video devices. Signal strength 'Beep' and silent vibrate mode.

- **FLIR C3 Thermal Imager**
  Portable thermal camera with MSX enhanced thermal imaging technology adds key details from the on-board digital light camera to the IR image adding detail and clarity. 4800 pixels capable of capturing thermal measurements from 14°F to 302°F. Center spot or Area Min/Max modes. Wi-fi connectivity to transfer images wirelessly to mobile platforms.

- **Cellular Base Station Mapping Sensor & App**
  The sensor collects 3G and 4G tower data and carrier information. Use the app to view, tune and store info. Carriers are color coded. Toggle between 3G and 4G towers. Select any tower to view signal quality, carrier, band, strength, etc.

- **Optic-2 Professional Pinhole Camera Finder**
  Detect and locate hidden or camouflaged camcorders and pinhole cameras, regardless of their status (on/off). The reverse reflection from hidden camera lenses will be seen thru Optic-2’s oculars as a green or red dots. Two oculars, dioptic adjustment, 6.5 x zoom.

- **Forensic Light & Goggles**

- **Tool Kit with Inspection Mirror**

Optional Add-Ons:

- **BTS Hunter (P/N TOK-BT)**
- **Wi-Fi Hunter (P/N TOK-WF)**